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Abstract

As the size and use of networks continue to increase, network anomalies and
faults are commonplace. Consequently, effective detection of such network issues
is crucial for the deployment and use of network-based services. In this paper,
we focus on one specific severe and pervasive network problem, namely the
presence of one or more black holes. A black hole models a network node that is
accidentally off-line or in which a process deletes any visiting agent or incoming
data upon arrival without leaving any observable trace. Black Hole Search is the
process that leverages mobile agents to locate black holes in a fully distributed
way. In this paper, we review the state-of-the-art research in this area. We first
distinguish between solutions for synchronous and asynchronous networks. We
then consider the communication model between agents, their starting locations
and the topological knowledge each may hold. We also report on the proposed
algorithms with respect to their complexity and correctness. We remark that
most existing work addresses locating a single black hole, multiple black hole
search being significantly more complex. We not only summarize major results
in this area but also briefly touch on other types of malicious hosts. Finally, we
identify some open problems for future research.

Keywords: black hole search, mobile agents, multiple black holes, malicious
host, network diagnosis

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, as network-based services have become prevalent,
so has the need for effective diagnosis of all-too-frequent network anomalies and
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faults. Among these, a black hole is a severe and pervasive problem. A black
hole models a computer that is accidentally off-line or a network site in which a
resident process (e.g., an unknowingly-installed virus) deletes any visiting agents
or incoming data upon their arrival without leaving any observable trace [30].
For example, in a cloud, a node that causes loss of essential data (for the system
and/or its users) constitutes a black hole and de facto compromises the quality
of any service in this cloud. Similarly, any undetectable crash failure of a site
in a network transforms that site into a black hole.

A mobile agent is an abstract and autonomous software entity. As such,
agents are versatile and robust in changing environments, and can be pro-
grammed to work in cooperative teams. Members of such teams may have
different complementary specialties, or be duplicates of one another [53]. For
black hole search, one or a team of identical agents are generally used. These
agents have limited computing capabilities and bounded storage. They all obey
an identical set of behavioural rules (referred to as the “protocol”) and can move
from a node to a neighbouring one. Also, these agents are anonymous (i.e., do
not have distinct identifiers) and autonomous (i.e., each does its own computing
and uses its own memory).

Using such agents offers several potential advantages: they can reduce net-
work load, overcome network latency, encapsulate protocols, execute asynchro-
nously and autonomously, and even adapt dynamically [61]. For example, black
hole search may instead rely on the use of a central controller. In this case, the
latter must constantly send Ping messages to nodes or, alternatively, require
that each node send it periodically a message confirming this node’s activity.
Both of these strategies lead to heavy network traffic that can be avoided when
using mobile agents for such a search.

Consequently, in this paper, black hole search is scoped to be a task that
allows a team of mobile agents to collaborate with each other to locate black
holes within finite time while eventually leaving at least one agent to survive
and know all the edges leading to black holes [37]. (We abstract a network
into a graph G(V,E) where nodes in V represent computer hosts and edges
in E represent network links.) Currently, many distinct approaches to using
mobile agents to locate a single black hole in a computer network have been
studied in many different contexts (e.g., [6, 17, 19, 28, 43, 57]). Generally,
existing solutions rest on anonymous agents that all execute the same protocol
to identify and report any black hole.

In 2006, Flocchini et al. [50] scrutinized the black hole search problem for
both asynchronous and synchronous networks. That survey also introduced the
black hole search problem as a special case of exploring and mapping an un-
known environment. While there exists a large body of literature on unknown
graph exploration problems, it is mostly irrelevant to this paper for it gener-
ally assumes that the underlying network graph does not contain any type of
malicious entities [3]. Conversely, work on dangerous graph search (e.g., [18])
does address the detection and localization of malicious hosts (such as black
holes), malicious agents, and faulty links. In particular, in their 2012 survey
[64], Markou et al. discussed previous research on identifying hostile nodes.
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They mainly focused on synchronous special trees, arbitrary trees and arbitrary
graphs, with a brief mention of asynchronous rings. More recently, Zarrad et
al. [69] briefly discuss solutions for black hole search in synchronous and asyn-
chronous networks, however without analyzing the underlying assumptions of
these solutions.

In this paper, our goal is to review the state-of-the-art in the black hole
search field in order to help readers understand the existing work, as well as
grasp some of the remaining challenges in this field. We specifically exclude
from the scope of this paper the issue of black hole attacks [2, 8, 68], which is
superficially related to the topic at hand.

First, we introduce the main models and assumptions that are commonly
used in the relevant literature with respect to network synchronization, the com-
munication model between agents, their starting locations and the topological
knowledge each may hold. In addition to obtaining models, determining their
complexity is also critical for the actual deployment of the proposed algorithms.
Possibly relevant measures of complexity include the total number of moves, the
number of agents, the number of tokens, and the memory footprint, as well as
algorithm efficiency per se. Time cost is another metric that is usually discussed
when considering synchronous networks. Because the time cost of transit (i.e.,
moving from one node to a neighbouring one) is unpredictable in asynchronous
networks, in such networks time complexity can only be measured using addi-
tional assumptions such as: it takes an agent an unitary amount of time (i.e.,
one ‘time unit’) to traverse a link or explore a node (which amounts to having
a global clock) [5, 6, 30].

We then separate the papers of this survey based on their network synchro-
nization (i.e., synchronous or asynchronous). The motivation for this is simple:
when considering synchronization, the black hole search problem is very different
with respect to it allowed behaviour(s), its inherent difficulty and its limitations,
and so are the proposed solutions. For both categories, we further classify the
studies based on the agent communication model, the agent starting locations,
and knowledge of the network. That is, we contrast the proposed solutions with
respect to their choice of assumptions (and resulting complexity) in each of the
three areas of variability just mentioned for black hole search. Beyond such
comparisons, we also briefly introduce some open problems that persist in this
field.

More specifically, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: Frequent
assumptions and models for black hole search are introduced in Section 2, then
relevant measures of complexity are discussed in Section 3. Solutions for the
detection of a single black hole in synchronous and asynchronous networks are
respectively addressed in Section 4 and Section 5. In Section 6 we consider mul-
tiple black holes search. We then report in Section 7 on the most recent results
pertaining to the different types of malicious hosts. In Section 8, we summarize
the contributions we survey and mention some open problems stemming from
this work. We draw some conclusions in Section 9.
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Table 1: Models and Assumptions Frequently Used for Black Hole Search

Network
synchronization

Communication
model

Agent
starting
location

Knowledge
of Network

Synchronous
network

Pure token
Co-located

No knowledge (e.g.,
unknown)

Enhanced
token

Edge-labelled (e.g.,
sense of direction)

Asynchronous
network

Whiteboard
Dispersed

Network topology
(e.g., ring)

Face-to-face Complete knowledge
(e.g., map)

2. Common Models and Assumptions

Because none of the existing algorithms are able to solve the black hole search
problem without some restrictions, it is crucial to gather the assumptions that
are typically made in existing research and study the impact of each one. In
this section, we introduce a list of such assumptions.

To start with, existing work always assumes that the agents’ initial wake-up
nodes are safe. Otherwise, all the agents may die before even starting graph
exploration, rendering the problem unsolvable. Furthermore, unless the agents
are extremely fortunate, (viz., happen to explore all nodes in a graph except the
black hole(s)) in order to systematically identify a black hole, we must expect
at least one agent to go in a black hole and somehow leave a hint for the other
agents before it dies, which eventually allows the surviving agents to know the
location of the black hole(s). All other common assumptions are listed in Table
1. We will now provide a detailed explanation of each of these assumptions.

2.1. Network Synchronization

2.1.1. Synchronous Network

A synchronous network is a network in which all agents initially wake up
at the same time and where it takes a quantum amount of time (called a time
unit) for an agent to traverse a link or explore a node: All agents are thus
synchronized with respect to a global clock. By the end of each time unit,
an agent must decide whether to move to a neighbouring node, or stay at its
current node, or terminate the algorithm. As such, the complexity of the agent’s
algorithm in synchronous networks can be measured in terms of the number of
time units.

In synchronous networks, a time-out mechanism is available to enforce the
time synchronization [17, 22, 23, 24, 56]. Such a mechanism allows us to easily
identify which agents died in the black hole(s). Suppose a team of agents should
meet at a node u after m time units, after this time-out, all other agents know
that those that do not show up in node u died in the black hole(s).
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Using such a time-out mechanism, the black hole can be located using only
2 agents in any network that has only one black hole present when a network
map is available for every agent. In this case the network size is not required
to guarantee a solution. For example, let 2 agents, a and b, be at a safe node
u. Assume agent a moves to the neighbouring node v and is expected to return
to u while agent b waits at node u. As each move takes 1 time unit, if agent a
does not come back to node u after 2 units, then agent b knows that agent a is
dead and that node v is the black hole. Once agent b knows the location of the
black hole, the algorithm can terminate immediately even if there are remaining
unexplored nodes in the network.

Furthermore, with this mechanism, it is also possible to know whether or
not a black hole exists. More specifically, if all n nodes of the network have
been explored by the end of a predefined time-out, we can conclude that there
is no black hole in this network, provided that n be known a priori. In this case,
Klasing et al. [57] and Czyzowicz et al. [22] solve the black hole search problem
under the assumption that there is one or no black holes in the network.

2.1.2. Asynchronous Network

Unlike for synchronous networks, there is no global clock mechanism in asyn-
chronous networks. Thus, the agents could initially wake up at different times.
Also, the time that an agent takes for every action (sleep or transit) is finite but
unpredictable [50]. Therefore, it is impossible to distinguish whether an agent
died in a black hole or is stuck in a slow link/node of the network since the
latter possibility takes an unpredictable amount of time [67]. It follows that the
only way to locate a black hole in an asynchronous network is to explore the
entire network [50]. Consequently, the network size n and the number of black
holes b must be known a priori in order to count the total number of explored
nodes (whether for single or multiple black hole search): only when at least n−b
nodes are explored may the algorithm terminate.

While knowing network size n is not required for solving black hole search
in synchronous networks, generally it is for asynchronous ones. Alternatively,
the total number of edges m could possibly be used in lieu of n. In theory, once
every edge that leads to the black hole would have been marked as dangerous,
the search would complete after an agent finishes traversing all edges except
the dangerous ones. Since such an approach has not been yet studied in any
research paper, knowing m but not n will not be considered in the rest of this
survey. That is, hereafter we will assume n is given in the case of asynchronous
networks.

Also, a network may be disconnected due to the presence of a black hole. In
the context of an asynchronous network, this makes it is impossible for an agent
to finish exploring the entire network and terminate the algorithm. In order to
bypass this roadblock, research papers that study the single black hole search
problem in asynchronous networks assume that the network is bi-connected or
at least that the network remains connected after removing the black hole node.
In contrast, synchronous networks need not be bi-connected for single black hole
search. For example, Czyzowicz et al. [24] study this problem in tree networks.
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Finally, we remark that this issue is far more complex when considering multiple
black hole search (which we will address in Section 6). Thus, hereafter until that
section, we will focus on single black hole search.

2.2. Communication Models

Given the location of the black hole is initially unknown, regardless of net-
work synchronization, an agent may die at any time while it explores. As
previously mentioned, in order to systematically identify a black hole, a team
of agents is used to locate the black hole. Collaboration between agents is not
only necessary; it is essential. To this end, the agents are usually assumed
to communicate with each other using one of the four communication models:
the pure token model, the enhanced token model, the whiteboard model, and the
face-to-face model. In the first three of these models, agents have no means for
direct communication between themselves.

Before discussing each of these models, we remark that a crucial goal of agent
communication is to minimize the number of agents that die in a black hole.
To this end, it is assumed that at most one agent should be allowed to enter
the same node at the same time via the same link. More specifically, when a
port is explored for the first time, this initial exploration must involve only one
agent that, before entering this port, must somehow indicate to other exploring
agents that the node to which this port leads is currently under exploration
and thus is to be considered dangerous until proven otherwise. Such a strategy,
called Cautious Walk, is commonly used in black hole search algorithms for it
prevents other agents from entering a node under exploration via the same link.
It was first introduced by Dobrev et al. [30] to minimize the number of agents
that die in the black hole. It typically requires that a node be conceptualized
as having ports. A port can be classified as a) unexplored - no agent has ever
passed through this port, or b) dangerous - an agent left via this port but no
agent has returned through it, or c) safe - an agent has left and returned through
this port. How the status of a port is captured differs between communication
models. Regardless, Cautious Walk guarantees that no agent leave a node via
a dangerous port. Consequently, if node v is a black hole and can be accessed
from port p of a neighbour of v, then at most one agent will die via p.

2.2.1. Whiteboard Model

In the whiteboard model introduced by Dobrev et al. [30], each node has
a bounded amount of storage where information can be written and read by
agents. All incoming agents can access the whiteboard of a node in a fair
mutual exclusion way and communicate with each other via reading/writing on
such whiteboards.

When executing the cautious walk, an agent leaves from a node u to a
neighbouring node v via an unexplored port p. It marks port p as dangerous
by writing on the whiteboard of node u. After visiting node v, this agent
immediately returns to node u in order to update its whiteboard so that the
status of p is changed from dangerous to safe.
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2.2.2. Pure Token Model

In the pure token model, each agent has a limited number of tokens that can
be placed on or picked up at a node in the course of searching. An agent places
one or more tokens at its current node u to indicate that the ‘next’ node it visits
is dangerous. (More precisely, each node has a single location, referred to as
its ‘center’, where to place tokens.) Mutiple tokens may be required in order to
capture which of the neighbouring nodes of u is this ‘next’ node visited by the
agent at hand.

The pure token model can be considered as a special whiteboard model with
O(1)-bit memory on each node. Tokens that can be picked up from a node and
placed on another are called movable tokens. In contrast, Chalopin et al. [16]
define unmovable tokens as those that cannot be picked up once placed on a
node. Unless specified otherwise, the tokens mentioned in this paper are movable
ones and are all identical by default (that is, they cannot be distinguished one
from the other).

2.2.3. Enhanced Token Model

Clearly, the pure token model has strong limitations, in particular with re-
spect to the limited number of messages that can be expressed using a con-
stant number of tokens. In light of such constraints, many researchers (e.g.,
[28, 37, 39]) enhance the pure token model in order to increase the informa-
tion that can be expressed via tokens. More specifically, in the enhanced token
model, the tokens can be left not only at the ‘center’ of a node, but also on the
ports of a node. But as the number of locations to hold the tokens increases at
each node, so does the memory cost of each node. Typically, the memory cost
is set to O(log n) bits in the whiteboard model, O(log ∆) in the enhanced token
model, and O(1) in the pure token model, where n is the network size and ∆ is
the maximum node degree in the network graph1 [17].

When executing cautious walk under this model, an agent marks a port as
dangerous by placing a token at this port before moving to the next node. (As
for the whiteboard model, no agent will leave via a dangerous port, that is, in
this model, a port at which a token is present [37].) Upon its return, this agent
will pick up this token to show that this port is not dangerous. Reusing movable
tokens in several different nodes helps minimizing the overall number of tokens
used, a challenge not faced in the whiteboard model (since, once written to a
whiteboard, a message may be repeatedly accessed by agents over a long period
of time, and even be modified). However, the use of movable tokens results
in a significantly more complex communication model than a) one with only
unmovable tokens and b) a whiteboard model (in which messages written to a
whiteboard are far easier to use than tokens).

1Note that, unless specified otherwise, we will use these definitions of n and ∆ throughout
this survey paper.
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2.2.4. Face-to-Face Model

In the face-to-face model, agents move through the network in synchronous
steps and communicate with each other only when they meet at a node [19]; no
other communication method (e.g., whiteboard or tokens) is available. In con-
trast to the three communication models mentioned above, face-to-face commu-
nication does not require that nodes have memory. Finally, clearly, face-to-face
communication only applies to synchronous networks: the unpredictability of
wake up times and of time required to move and/or compute in asynchronous
networks entails agents may never meet.

2.3. Agent Starting Location

The starting location of an agent is another factor that significantly affects
black hole search. Since at least 2 agents are necessary to locate the black hole,
the agents could start at the same node or different nodes. More generally, with
respect to starting locations, agents may be:

• Co-located: all the agents initially wake up at the same node, and this
node is referred to as homebase;

• Dispersed: the agents wake up at different nodes. The node in which an
agent wakes up is its homebase. Dispersed agents are also occasionally
referred to as scattered agents. Hereafter in this paper, we use the former
term.

In both cases, all homebases are assumed to be safe. Otherwise, the black
hole search problem is unsolvable.2 Moreover, each dispersed agent only knows
its own homebase and, upon waking up, there is no communication between the
dispersed agents. In contrast, upon waking up, co-located agents can commu-
nicate, which can can lead to guaranteed coordination [67].

Finally, for synchronous networks, if the face-to-face model is adopted, then
only co-located agents must be used: should agents be dispersed, there is a
possibility that all will die in the black hole before they ever meet. That is, only
co-location guarantees face-to-face communication.

2.4. Network Knowledge

What agents know about the network considerably affects both the design
and complexity of a solution to black hole search. This knowledge includes some
(if not all3) of the following: network size, network topology, network direction,
edge-labelling and sense of direction.

2Since, if a homebase is a black hole, all agents waking up at that homebase die immediately
thereby eliminating the possibility of a successful search.

3An unrealistic case for which the black hole search problem becomes much less complex.
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2.4.1. Network Size

Network size refers to the total number of nodes in the network (denoted by
n in this paper). As mentioned before, if the agents do not know the number
of nodes nor the number of edges in the network, then the black hole search
problem is unsolvable in an asynchronous network. In addition, the problem is
also unsolvable in the asynchronous network if the number of black holes is not
known a priori.

2.4.2. Network Topology

Network topology refers to the topological structure of the network ab-
stracted as a graph (e.g., a ring, a torus, etc.). Many algorithms are specifically
designed for certain network topologies. For example, in [38, 40], Dobrev et al.
provide a protocol called shadow check that only works on ring networks. A
ring is a fundamental network topology in the context of black hole search for
it is the basis for more complex topologies (e.g., torus and hypercube).

In synchronous networks, when the agents have no knowledge of network size
nor possess a network map, the black hole search problem can still be solved
with only 2 agents if the network topology is known. For example, such solutions
exist for rings [17] and tori [15] networks.

In both synchronous and asynchronous networks, when the agents have no
topological knowledge, at least ∆ + 1 agents are needed in any generic solution,
even if the agents are given the network size n and the maximum node degree
∆ [50]. If the black hole is a node with degree ∆, then there are ∆ ports leading
to the black hole that have to be marked as dangerous. Since one agent dies
for each dangerous port to mark, and given at least one agent has to survive to
eventually report the black hole location, it follows that at least ∆ + 1 agents
are necessary.

2.4.3. Network Direction

Network direction refers to whether a graph is directed or undirected (e.g.
bi-directional). Most importantly, we remark that most commonly used tech-
niques for black hole search (e.g., the previously mentioned Cautious Walk)
can only be used in undirected graphs. Although results for the exploration
of directed graphs have appeared since the mid-1990s (e.g. [10, 11, 51]), the
first study dealing with black hole search in directed graphs was published by
Czyzowicz et al. [21] only in 2010. It shows that as many as 2d agents are
possibly required (where d denotes the in-degree of the black hole node) [Ibid.].
Additional research on black hole search in directed graphs can be found in
[21, 58, 59]. Unless otherwise indicated, in the rest of this paper we will focus
on the use of undirected graphs.

2.4.4. Edge-labelling and Sense of Direction

An edge-labelled graph is one where at each node x, there is a distinct label
associated with each one of its ports and the incident link of each port. Let
λx(x, z) denote the label associated at x with the link (x, z) ∈ E, and λx denote
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Table 2: Relationships between network direction and sense of direction

Directed
Graph

Undirected Graph
Edge

Unlabelled
Edge-labelled

Arbitrarily Labelled Consistently Labelled
Un-oriented: Oriented Un-oriented

No Sense Sense of No Sense
of Direction Direction of Direction

the overall injective mapping at x. The set λ = {λx|x ∈ V } of those mappings
is called a labelling and we shall denote by (G,λ) the resulting edge-labelled
graph. The nodes of G can be anonymous (e.g., without unique names) [35].
When visiting a node in an edge-labelled network, an agent can distinguish the
ports of this node, whereas this is not possible in an edge-unlabelled network.

Sense of direction occurs in an edge-labelled undirected graph if, from any
given node u, it is possible to determine whether or not different paths from
node u will end in the same node. More precisely, in order to obtain a sense of
direction, a consistent coding function and a consistent decoding function must
be defined [49].

For example, in a ring network, if each port is labeled as A or B and such
labeling is consistent, we say this ring has a sense of direction. Such a labeling
is consistent if starting from some specific port and following a specific conven-
tion for traversal (e.g., ‘A-B-A-B-....-A-B-A’ or ‘A-A-B-B-....A-A-B-B-A-A’), an
agent can traverse the ring of n nodes and return to its starting port. A ring
with a consistent labeling (e.g., all ports going in the clockwise direction are
labelled Right) is commonly referred to as an oriented ring. Otherwise a ring
is referred to as an unoriented one.

We further clarify the relationships between the network direction and the
sense of direction in Table 2.

2.4.5. Complete Knowledge

Complete knowledge refers to the case where the agents know the size, topol-
ogy and sense of direction (e.g., torus with consistent and systematic “N-S-E-W”
labelling) of the network. Sometimes, agents are equipped with a network map
that holds all this knowledge and can also be used to mark the explored nodes
during a black hole search [27]. In this model, the black hole search problem
becomes much less complex.

3. Cost Analysis Metrics

Complexity analysis is generally used to compare different solutions to black
hole search with respect to specific costs. The most frequently measured costs
are:
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• Number of agents: the minimal number of agents used to solve the black
hole search problem.

• Number of agent moves: the total number of moves performed by all agents
from the first agent waking up until the black hole has been located.

• Number of tokens: the minimal number of tokens used by each agent (or
by the entire agent team) in order to locate the black hole.

• Memory footprint of agents: the memory overhead of agents. Usually, in
models relying on tokens, the agents are designed with a small memory
footprint (e.g., an agent can only carry a constant number of tokens at any
point in time [15, 16]). In other types of models, agents may have a very
large memory footprint (e.g., agents carrying a network map [42, 56]).

• Memory footprint of nodes: the memory overhead of each node in the
network. For example, a O(log n)-bits whiteboard is sufficient for all the
algorithms proposed in [6, 26]. Recall that the pure token model can
be viewed as a whiteboard model with O(1)-bit memory on each node
when assuming that only a constant number of tokens can be placed at
a node [16]. However, in practice, memory overhead is considered mostly
for whiteboard models. Instead, not surprisingly, in token models, the
number of tokens is taken to be much more relevant.

• Time cost: In synchronous networks, this metric is computed as total
number of time units used from when algorithm starts until the black hole
is found. Given that, in an asynchronous network, a move of an agent
costs finite but unpredictable time, generally time cost is not measured.
However, some research [5, 6, 30] assumes a unitary time delay for each
move, which enables the calculation of time complexity. Such a measure
is referred to as ideal time. Under this assumption, time cost is almost
the same as the number of agent moves.

Beyond measures of complexity, evaluations of correctness are also a com-
monly presented in black hole search work. Most papers in this area use math-
ematical proofs (e.g., [6, 15, 22, 28, 43, 44, 57]), while only a few researchers
conduct simulations and use the results of such experiments to demonstrate cor-
rectness [25, 67]. For example, Shi et al. [67] present their simulation results for
three proposed algorithms in addition to providing theoretical proofs. Similarly,
D’Emidio et al. [25] simulate and compare their own algorithms before further
analysis is used to decide which one performs better.

4. Black Hole Search in Synchronous Networks

In this section, we overview solutions for black hole search in synchronous
networks. Given no existing research has used the enhanced token or the white-
board models in synchronous networks, our presentation will follow the different
possibilities given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Different Variants for Black Hole Search in Synchronous Networks

4.1. Solutions under Different Communication Models

4.1.1. Face-to-Face Model

Recall the face-to-face model is only possible in synchronous networks. Ac-
cording to this model, agents simultaneously present in the same node can
communicate with each other using an unlimited number of messages.

Czyzowicz et al. [22, 23, 24] and Klasing et al. [55, 56, 57] consider the
problem of finding the most efficient solution (in terms of time cost) for the
black hole search under the same assumption: 2 co-located agents with maps
searching for a black hole in an edge-labelled undirected synchronous network.
Instead, Chalopin et al. [16] study the problem using a hybrid communication
model: agents can carry and place a bounded number of pure tokens and can
communicate with each other when they meet on a node. Since that work
focuses more on the impact of the tokens, we discuss it in the section on the
pure token model (Section 4.1.2).

Under the assumptions they make, Czyzowicz et al. [23] show that the
optimal black hole search problem is NP-hard, and propose a 9.3-approximation
algorithm for it. Additionally, Klasing et al. [57] prove that this problem cannot
be approximated in polynomial-time using a constant factor less than 389

388 (unless
P=NP), and give a 6-approximation algorithm. In both [57] and [23], each
agent carries a network map and starts from the same node. But whereas the
algorithm proposed by [23] can solve the problem when there is one and only
one black hole in the network, the solution in [57] can first detect whether there
is a black hole and then locate this black hole if present. (Recall, as previously
mentioned, that such detection is only possible in a synchronous network.)
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In [22, 24], Czyzowicz et al. present a 5
3 -approximation algorithm in an

arbitrary tree without a map. This result exemplifies the impact of network
knowledge: knowing the topology at hand reduces not only the time complexity
but also the memory footprint of each agent. The authors introduce algorithms
for two specific classes of trees namely: a) lines and b) trees in which all inter-
nal nodes have at least 2 children. The algorithm in [56] follows an intuitive
approach of exploring the network graph via a spanning tree. Then, Klasing et
al. [56] prove that this approach cannot lead to an approximation ratio bound
better than 3

2 . Furthermore, they provide [Ibid.] a 33
8 -approximation algorithm

for an arbitrary network with the help of a network map. This result is a direct
improvement from the 7

2− approximation algorithm presented in [55].

4.1.2. Pure Token Model

Chalopin et al. [15, 16, 17] and Markou et al. [63] focus on locating the black
hole using a minimum number of agents and tokens, while the agents have O(1)
memory size and carry O(1) pure tokens. Most importantly, in these solutions,
agents do not know n or k, where n is the number of nodes in the network and
k is the number of agents 4. The authors consider both movable and unmovable
tokens in rings [16] and tori [15, 63] respectively.

As previously mentioned, in [16], Chalopin et al. consider the black hole
search problem with agents that have hybrid communication capabilities: they
can communicate with each other face-to-face when they are in the same node
and they can also carry either movable or unmovable tokens. When using mov-
able tokens, 3 agents, each of which carrying only 1 token, are necessary and
sufficient for both oriented and un-oriented rings. In contrast, using unmov-
able tokens, 4 agents are required, each with 2 tokens, for oriented rings and 5
agents, each with 2 tokens, when exploring un-oriented rings. Expressing mes-
sages using unmovable tokens is equivalent to writing messages on whiteboards
with limited memory. Given this observation, one might expect the use of un-
movable tokens to be more ‘powerful’ than that of movable ones. Interestingly,
the results show that using unmovable tokens is more costly than that using
movable one with respect to number of agents used. Furthermore, results show
that more agents are necessary for un-oriented rings than for oriented rings.

In addition to rings, Chalopin et al. [15] also study the oriented torus under
the same assumptions: dispersed agents, pure token model and face-to-face
communication. They prove that the black hole search problem is unsolvable in
synchronous oriented torus in three scenarios: 1) when the number of agents is
constant and tokens are unmovable; 2) when using 2 dispersed agents, even if
the tokens are movable and the agents have unlimited memory; 3) when using 3
agents with constant memory and 1 movable token each. Ultimately, they show
that at least 3 agents, each with 2 movable tokens, are necessary and sufficient
to solve the problem in any oriented torus.

4Note that, unless specified otherwise, we will use these definition of k throughout this
survey paper.
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In [63], Markou et al. study the black hole search problem under the same
assumptions as [15] but in an un-oriented torus. The authors discuss four cases
of un-oriented tori: from totally un-oriented to semi-oriented (i.e., without an
agreement on the orientation in the horizontal or vertical axis, as explained
shortly). The authors prove that the black hole search problem cannot be solved
in an un-oriented torus using a constant number of agents and tokens if these
tokens are unmovable. The authors then consider the use of movable tokens.
They prove that the problem is also unsolvable when using any constant number
of dispersed agents with 1 movable token each. The authors provide algorithms,
each using 5 agents and 3 tokens, for any semi-oriented torus. Finally, they
conjecture that at least 5 scattered agents with constant memory, equipped
with at least 2 movable tokens, would be able to locate the black hole in a
totally un-oriented torus. However, formal proofs of correctness and complexity
are not provided and a tight solution remains an open question.

4.2. Solutions under Different Agent Starting Locations

Some researchers [22, 23, 24, 55, 56, 57] choose to study the black hole search
using co-located agents, others with dispersed ones [15, 16, 17, 63]. When all
agents wake up in the same node, coordination and communication are guaran-
teed for these co-located agents. This greatly simplifies graph exploration.

4.2.1. Co-located Agents

As previously mentioned, adopting face-to-face communication entails using
co-located agents (since dispersed agents may all die in the black hole before
ever meeting.) Given it was shown early that, with complete knowledge of the
network, 2 co-located synchronous agents are sufficient to locate the black hole,
subsequent work [22, 23, 24, 55, 56, 57] has focused on finding solutions that
improve the time cost (as reported in Section 4.1.1). Finally, we remark that
when using only 2 co-located agents, whether the agents are anonymous or not
is irrelevant since an agent can definitely distinguish itself from the other when
they meet.

4.2.2. Dispersed Agents

In order to extend the results obtained for 2 co-located synchronous agents,
Chalopin et al. [15, 16, 17] and Markou et al. [63] consider using dispersed
agents under the pure token model (as discussed in Section 4.1.2). In these
contributions, in contrast to work on co-located agents, the focus is not on time
complexity and agent moves but rather on the minimal number of dispersed
agents and tokens being used. It is assumed that network size is unknown a
priori and that agents are restricted to using pure tokens. Thus, given tokens
can be placed only at a node, not its ports, coordination between dispersed
agents becomes significantly more complex. For example, in a torus, even when
an agent sees a token at a node, it still cannot know from which port the previous
agent left.
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4.3. Solutions under Different Network Knowledge

As previously hinted, network topology may significantly impact on solutions
for black hole search. For example, the above-mentioned work on rings [16, 17]
and tori [15, 63] clearly shows that, under the same assumptions, more agents
and tokens are needed for a torus than a ring. That is, it appears network
topology not only affects the complexity of the network, but also the number
of agents and the number of tokens necessary and sufficient to solve the black
hole search problem. Furthermore we notice that, with a map of an arbitrary
network, [56] offers a 3 3

8 -approximation algorithm, whereas [24] presents a 5
3 -

approximation algorithm that does not use a map but does know the topology
is a tree. This strongly suggests that, even without a map, a solution that relies
on knowledge of topology may have better time cost than a solution designed
for an arbitrary network (viz., without knowledge of topology), even if with the
help of a map.

Sense of direction is another important consideration. It offers not only con-
sistent edge-labelling, but also a guaranteed method of systematic exploration
of the entire graph. (In contrast, without edge-labelling, an agent may not
be able to distinguish the edges incident to a node, and thus a whole part of
the graph may not be considered during exploration.) Its importance is clearly
demonstrated in the results obtained for oriented rings and tori [15, 16, 17] that,
under the same assumptions, improve on those for un-oriented rings and tori
[16, 17, 63].

Similarly, in [63], Markou et al. discuss four levels of network knowledge in
a torus, namely: 1) the agents have no agreement on anything regarding the
orientation; 2) the agents perceive orthogonal links but they do not agree on
which link is horizontal and which is vertical 3) the agents agree on which link is
horizontal and which is vertical, but there is no consensus on the orientationof
each link; and 4) the agents agree on which link is horizontal and which is
vertical and they also agree on the orientation in one of the links. The three
latter are called semi-oriented. Their results (reported in 4.1.2) demonstrate
solutions for oriented tori are less costly than those for semi-oriented tori, thus
emphasizing again the important of orientation.

5. Black Hole Search in Asynchronous Networks

In this section, we overview the state of the art for black hole search in
an asynchronous network (which is much more complex and relevant in prac-
tice than in a synchronous network). Our presentation will follow the different
variants given in Figure 2.

5.1. Solutions under Different Communication Models

As previously mentioned, in asynchronous networks, agents may wake up at
different times. Agents may never meet each other regardless whether they die
in the black hole or not. Thus, face-to-face communication is not of great use to
solve the black hole search problem. We will therefore focus on solutions that
use a whiteboard or token model.
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Figure 2: Different Variants for Black Hole Search in Asynchronous Networks

5.1.1. Pure Token Model

Flocchini et al. [42] first prove that the pure token model is as powerful as
the whiteboard model and that, in an arbitrary network, its complexity is the
same as that of the whiteboard model if each of the co-located agents carries a
map. They also show that 2 co-located agents, each with 1 token, can locate the
black hole in a ring topology using a technique called ping-pong. In this specific
case, when the network topology is known, the agents can achieve this goal
without using a map. They further demonstrate that this ping-pong technique
can also be applied to an arbitrary network if a corresponding network map is
available to each agent. In the latter case, it costs Θ(n log n) moves to locate
the black hole. (Additional details are given in [43].)

It is known that ∆ + 1 (Recall that ∆ is the maximum node degree in the
network graph.) agents are necessary to locate the black hole when the topology
of an asynchronous network is unknown, regardless of the number of tokens used
[50]. With the same number of agents and O(1) tokens in total, it is possible
to locate the black hole if each agent has a network map available. Balamohan
et al. study whether ∆ + 1 agents, each with O(1) tokens, can still locate the
black hole in an unknown network in [4]. They prove that in order to keep the
total number of tokens used to O(1), ∆ + 1 agents are not sufficient. They then
present a protocol that uses ∆ + 2 agents, each carrying 3 tokens, to locate a
black in an unknown network.

Finally, we remark that, when using the pure token model for black hole
search in an asynchronous network, researchers have exclusively considered co-
located agents.
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5.1.2. Enhanced Token Model

Due to the limitations of the pure token model, Dobrev et al. [28, 37, 39, 40]
and Shi et al.[66] use the enhanced token model to further improve the move
and agent costs. In all these studies, each agent can carry and most importantly
can place in the same node more than 1 token at any time. Given these charac-
teristics, Dobrev et al. [38, 40] introduce an algorithm to locate the black hole
in an un-oriented ring network with dispersed agents. Same as in synchronous
networks, coordinating dispersed agents is significantly more complex than us-
ing co-located agents. The proposed algorithm demonstrates that using O(1)
enhanced tokens is sufficient for successful black hole search in asynchronous
networks using dispersed agents. In [37], Dobrev et al. demonstrate that the
move cost of O(kn+n log n) of [38, 40] can be reduced to O(n log n) by using 2
co-located agents with O(1) tokens per agent, when the orientation of the ring
is known.

Apart from the ring networks, Shi et al. [66] prove that 2 co-located agents,
each with O(1) tokens, can locate the black hole in Θ(n) moves for hypercube,
torus and complete networks. (Details are available in [67].) Using dispersed
agents, 3 agents and 7 tokens in total are required to locate a black hole within
Θ(n) moves in an oriented torus. When the number of agents increases to
k(k > 3) with 1 token per agent, the move cost becomes O(k2n2). This re-
sult is interesting. It shows that if the number of dispersed agents in a torus
increases, the communication between these agents becomes significantly more
complicated. This is reflected in the increase of the move cost.

Moreover, for an arbitrary unknown network graph with known n, Dobrev
et al. [28] present an algorithm using ∆ + 1 agents and one token per agent
and O(∆2M2n7) moves to locate the black hole. Here M is the total number
of edges of the graph. This result has been improved by the same authors
in [29] to O(∆2M2n5) moves. In contrast, under the same assumption in the
whiteboard model, the cost of the algorithm is ∆ + 1 agents and Θ(n2) moves.
For arbitrary unknown network graphs, the costs of the enhanced token model
are significantly greater than those of the whiteboard model [28]. However,
when a network map is available to the agents, the costs of the enhanced token
model can be reduced to the same as those for the whiteboard model [37].

5.1.3. Whiteboard Model

In both types of token models, agents can only express very limited messages.
This is why the whiteboard model is still the most popular agent communication
model and has been studied by many (e.g., [5, 6, 21, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35,
36, 52]).

In addition to presenting solutions to black hole search in asynchronous arbi-
trary networks [31, 35, 36], Dobrev et al. [32] solve a multiple agents rendezvous
problem in a ring network that contains a black hole. In their paper, the final
goal of the agents is not only to locate the black hole but also to collect all
survived dispersed agents in one node. The authors offer a protocol that can
rendezvous k agents in Θ(n) time units. They claim that when k is unknown,
this protocol is also a solution to the black hole search problem. In terms of
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the time complexity in rings, Dobrev et al. [30, 34] show that at least 2n − 4
time units are needed in the worst case and give an algorithm, achieving it us-
ing n − 1 co-located agents. (Here movement and exploration are assumed to
consume one time unit.) Apart from time complexity, the authors also prove
that 2 agents are necessary and sufficient and present an algorithm to locate the
black hole in O(n log n) moves, regardless whether the agents are co-located or
dispersed, provided the orientation of the ring is known a priori. If the ring is
un-oriented, 3 dispersed agents are necessary and sufficient. Apart from rings,
Dobrev et al. [26] (with additional details in [27]) also present a general strategy
to locate the black hole in O(n) moves by using 2 co-located agents for some
other common interconnected networks, such as cube-connected cycles, wrapped
butterflies, star graphs, chordal rings, hypercubes, tori of restricted diameter,
and in multidimensional meshes.

Based on Dobrev’s work, Balamohan et al. [5] prove that 3n log3 n − O(n)
moves are necessary in an asynchronous ring when 2 co-located agents are used.
As for time complexity, Balamohanet al. [6] improve the algorithm of [30] to
solve the problem in an average of 7

4n − O(1) time units when n − 1 agents
are used (with 2 extra time units required in the worst case). The authors also
propose another algorithm to locate the black hole in 3

2n−O(1) time units on
average, using 2(n − 1) agents without increasing the time complexity in the
worst case.

While all the above studies only consider the case of undirected graphs,
Czyzowicz et al. [21] study the black hole search in directed graphs. They show
that at least 2d agents are necessary in the worst case, where d is the in-degree
of the black hole. If a planar graph with a planar embedding is known to the
agents, 2d agents are needed, and 2d+ 1 agents are sufficient.

5.2. Solutions under Different Agent Starting Locations

As discussed for the synchronous networks, when the homebases of the agents
are dispersed, black hole search is more complex than if all agents wake up in
the same node. This is even more so for an asynchronous network: given agents
may wake up at different times, coordinating them to locate the black hole with
minimal resource cost is a challenge. For example, 2 co-located agents suffice
to solve the problem in a complete network in Θ(n) moves in [67]; while using
dispersed agents costs O(n2) moves.

5.2.1. Co-located Agents

The co-located agent model is frequently used in the literature. Many white-
board based studies adopt this model (e.g., [5, 6, 21, 27, 30, 31, 35, 36, 52]).
Similarly, in token-based research, many choose to solve the problem under this
model (e.g., [4, 28, 29, 37, 42, 43, 66, 67]). Among these papers, [5, 6, 30, 37,
42, 43] specifically consider ring networks, while [5, 6, 30] instead study time
complexity. In particular, [6] offers an algorithm that improves the average time
from [30]. Moreover, [37, 42, 43] only use 2 agents, and [37] studies the enhanced
token model, while [42, 43] investigate the pure token model.
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As previously suggested, when the agents are initially co-located, they can
easily establish agreements before any exploration. This can greatly help co-
ordinating agents and eventually reducing the resource costs. For example, in
a ring network, when the agents are co-located, the orientation is no longer
important. This is because when there are only two directions, the agents can
certainly make an agreement at the beginning of the exploration on what di-
rection to take. Furthermore, solving the problem using co-located agents in
a ring with n nodes is the same as having each agent carry a network map in
asynchronous networks. The situation is different when using dispersed agents.
That is, unless the orientation of the ring is known, having a map or not leads
to different solutions.

The following example (described in [42, 43]) illustrates how a pair of co-
located agents can locate the black hole using such an ‘agreement’: 2 agents each
with one token start to explore the ring using cautious walk; one going right and
the other going left. However, only one agent at a time is allowed to explore. To
ensure this, one agent must first ‘steal’ the token from the other before its start
its exploration. Stealing is possible because, during cautious walk, an agent has
to leave a token before going to the next node. After such a theft, the agent
without a token cannot continue exploration and has to go ‘back’ to look for a
token. This is repeated until one agent dies. For example, suppose the right
agent goes first. Before the left agent starts, it must first go right and steal the
token of the right agent, and then it goes left for exploring. Once the right agent
finds its token has gone, it goes left and steals a token from the left agent, and
then goes right again. Repeating this process can ensure that only one agent
dies in the black hole and that the surviving one knows the location of the dead
agent.

5.2.2. Dispersed Agents

Dispersed agents have been adopted by the research based either on the
whiteboard model [30, 32, 34, 52] or on the enhanced token model [39, 40,
66, 67]. Furthermore, no one has yet offered solutions to black hole search in
asynchronous networks that use dispersed agents carrying pure tokens. The
reason for this might be that such a solution is likely to use more pure tokens
than one that relies on enhanced tokens.

Both Shi et al. [66] and Dobrev et al. [30] consider the use co-located agents
and the use of dispersed ones. More specifically, in [66] authors focus on agent
moves in hypercube, torus, and complete networks, whereas in[30], they measure
agent moves and time complexity in ring networks.

Finally, in [39], Dobrev et al. solve the black hole search problem using an
algorithm called Pair Elimination in oriented ring networks. The agents are
initially dispersed in the ring and each endowed with O(1) enhanced tokens.
This algorithm consists in letting all the agents try to form pairs as soon as
they wake up. All paired agents eliminate all the single agents they meet. Each
pair has a level. A pair increases its level each time it eliminates another agent.
When two pairs meet, the higher level pair always eliminates the lower level
pair. Between pairs of the same level, the right pair eliminates the left pair.
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Eventually only one pair will survive, and one of the two agents forming that
pair will locate the black hole. In contrast to the co-located case (for which
each agent carries only 1 pure token), pair elimination requires 4 tokens for
each agent even when they use the enhanced token model in the dispersed case.
(This stems from the fact that communication/coordination among dispersed
agents is significantly more complex than the co-located case.)

5.3. Solutions under Different Network Knowledge

Most existing work on black hole search in asynchronous networks (e.g.,
[6, 37, 39, 42, 43]) assumes agents have knowledge of incoming links, which
means that when an agent enters a node, it is ‘told’ which port it used to do
so. In turn, this enables this agent to possibly ‘go back’ to its previous node.
Conversely, Glaus et al. [52] study arbitrary, unknown distributed systems
without knowledge of incoming links. They present a lower bound on the size

of the optimal solution, showing that at least d2+d
2 + 1 co-located agents are

necessary and sufficient to locate the black hole. Here d denotes the number of
links leading into the black hole (i.e., the node degree of the black hole).

In an un-oriented network, all ports that lead to a black hole should be
marked as dangerous, hence ∆+1 agents are necessary. However, in an oriented
network, the number of agents that die in the black hole can be reduced by
forcing agents to only enter a node from certain directions. For example, given
a torus whose nodes have their ports labelled as north, south, east, and west,
Shi et al. [67] assume an agent can only enter a node from the west and come out
from the east, or enter from the north and come out from the south. With this
assumption, only 3 agents are necessary. In contrast, when agents are allowed
to enter a node from all four directions, at least 5 agents are necessary.

Dobrev et al. [33] prove that without any knowledge, ∆ + 1 agents are
needed and the cost is Θ(n2). However, with a sense of direction but lack of
information of the network topology, only 2 agents are required to achieve the
same cost. The main idea of that algorithm is as follows: a) the two agents start
from the homebase hb and construct at hb a spanning tree of explored nodes
(i.e., those visited by one agent); b) an agent searches this tree and if there is
a node with unexplored ports, that agent goes to explore that node in order to
make all its ports explored using cautious walk; c) after each such exploration,
the agent comes back to hb and adds that node to the tree as an explored node.
The algorithm depends on a agent leaving navigation instructions (i.e., where
it is going) to the other agent, each time the former leaves the homebase. The
algorithm terminates when the number of explored nodes reaches n− 1.

Again we observe that the knowledge of the network topology (e.g., ring,
hypercube, torus, complete, tree and arbitrary networks) has great impact on
results for black hole search. For example, Balamohan et al. [5, 6], Chalopin
et al. [16] and Dobrev et al. [30, 34, 37, 39] propose algorithms based on ring
networks. In the same vein, Shi et al. [67] design algorithms for hypercube and
torus networks with co-located agents, and for torus and complete networks
with dispersed agents. Also, Dobrev et al. [26, 27]) present a general strategy
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that allows 2 agents to locate the black hole with O(n) moves in some common
interconnected networks. In contrast, [4, 26, 27, 31, 33, 36, 42, 43] search the
black hole in arbitrary networks.

As just mentioned, for an arbitrary network, Dobrev et al. [31, 33] prove
that using the whiteboard model, the black hole search problem can be solved
with ∆+1 agents in Θ(n2) moves without network maps. Also, recall this result
(pertaining to move complexity) can be achieved using only 2 agents provided
there is a sense of direction. With complete knowledge of the network, 2 agents
are sufficient and the cost can be reduced to Θ(n log n). In another paper [35],
Dobrev et al. present a universal protocol that locates the black hole using at
most O(n + d log d) moves with 2 agents each carrying a network map. Here
d is the diameter of the network. Still using 2 agents, the same authors [36]

present a strategy that can locate the black hole in O(Σ
k

i=1|Ci| log |Ci|) moves,
here C = C1, C2, ..., Ci..., Ck is an open vertex cover by cycles of a 2-connected
graph5.

The point to be grasped is that these results show that having a network
map or a sense of direction can significantly reduce the cost complexity in asyn-
chronous networks.

6. Multiple Black Hole Search

As previously mentioned, the only way to locate a black hole in an asyn-
chronous network is to have at least one agent visit all the nodes except the
black hole. Therefore, the network minus the black hole has to be connected.
Otherwise, the presence of the black hole may partition the network into sev-
eral disconnected subgraphs, making it impossible to visit all nodes. Also recall
that, in synchronous networks, with the help of time-out mechanism, the single
black hole search problem can still be solved even if the network is disconnected
by the black hole (as is the case for tree networks).

Clearly, the problem becomes much more complex when the network contains
multiple black holes. Indeed, in some situations, this problem is unsolvable
even in synchronous networks. For example, Figure 3 illustrates a ring network
containing 3 black holes that disconnect the ring into 3 sub-graphs. Unless there
are enough agents starting at specific nodes, locating these multiple black holes
cannot be guaranteed.

Strategies for finding multiple black holes can be intuitively grouped into
three categories, each with different assumptions and results, which are discussed
next.

6.1. Best Effort without Modifying the Black Hole Search Problem

5An open vertex cover by cycles (C) is defined as a set of simple cycles such that a) each
vertex of G is covered by a cycle from C and b) the connectivity graph of these cycles (where
each cycle is represented by a vertex, and 2 vertices are connected if the corresponding cycles
share an edge) is connected.
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Figure 3: A ring network that is disconnected by multiple black holes (represented as solid
circles).

This strategy tries to find as many black holes as possible without modi-
fying the traditional black hole search problem. In a synchronous network, as
discussed in Section 2.1, finding out whether there is a single black hole is rather
trivial given a time-out mechanism. Should the network be disconnected due
to the presence of several black holes, some nodes may never be explored. In
this case, finding all the black holes is impossible. Otherwise, Cooper et al. [19]
offer a solution to finding all possible black holes. First, they study the mul-
tiple black hole search problem in synchronous networks using the face-to-face
model. They assume that k co-located agents know the topology of the whole
network including the size n and number of black holes b. They conclude that
any exploration algorithm needs Ω(n/k + Db) steps in the worst case to solve
a multiple black hole search problem, while Db is the diameter of the network
with at most b nodes deleted. They then provide a general algorithm that per-

forms the exploration in O(
n
k logn

log logn + bDb) steps in an arbitrary network with

network maps available to the agents, where b 6 k/2. In the case where b 6 k/2,
bDb = O(

√
n) and k = O(

√
n), they give a refined algorithm that performs the

exploration in asymptotically optimal O(n/k) steps. Ultimately a node can be
identified as a black hole or as a safe node (if and only if it can be reached
following a path of safe nodes).

6.2. Variants of the Black Hole Search Problem

In the traditional black hole search problem, the existence of a black hole is
persistent. That is, a black hole is not affected by the arrival of any incoming
agent. Cooper et al. [20] solve a variant of the multiple black hole search
problem in synchronous networks by changing this model. They introduce the
notion of a faulty node, which is a weak form of a black hole. A faulty node
is repaired when first visited by an agent (which, however, dies repairing it).
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And once repaired, this node will permanently behave as a normal one. Hence,
when a network contains more than one faulty node, the agents are still able to
explore the whole graph. Also, if more than one agent enters the same faulty
node at the same time, only one will repair the faulty node and die while the
others can continue their explorations.

The agents used in [20] know the topology of the whole network, move
synchronously, use the face-to-face model, and are initially co-located at the
same node. Given a network map, the whole network is first divided into equal
partitions of size O(D), where D is the diameter of the network. Consequently,
an agent should spend O(D) time to explore one such partition. All the agents
start from the same homebase and each agent explores a partition. After O(D)
time, if an agent returns to the homebase, it is inferred that the partition it
explored contains no faulty node. Should an agent not show up on time, it
is assumed to be dead in a faulty node (which it repaired) and the partition
to which it was assigned is still marked as unsafe and thus in need of further
exploration. After one such iteration of exploration, once all surviving agents
come back to the homebase, they will start a new iteration of exploration on
the remaining unsafe partitions of the network. This process will be repeated
until there are no more unsafe partitions. Eventually, this ‘faulty node repair’
problem can be solved within O(n

k + D log f
log log f ) time steps, where f = min(n

k ,
n
D ),

assuming that the number of faulty nodes is at most k/2. It must be emphasized
that, in [20], because the face-to-face model leaves no mark on the nodes, once
an agent dies repairing a node, the other agents cannot know where it died.
Therefore, ultimately, all faulty nodes are repaired but their locations remain
unknown.

D’Emidio et al. [25] study the same problem under the same conditions
as [20] with a slight change to one assumption: if more than one agent enters
the same faulty node at the same time, all agents die. Trying to make the
problem more realistic, the authors however introduce a new behavior: if one
agent enters a faulty node u, all agents within distance r from u disappear along
with the faulty node. D’Emidio et al. first prove that the faulty node repair
problem is NP-hard even when b = k = 1, where b is the number of faulty nodes
and k is the number of agents. Second, when r = 0 (which means the agents
die only when they physically enter a faulty node), using a simple variation of
the algorithm of Cooper et al., the faulty node repair problem can be solved
in Θ( n

k−b + D log f
log log f ) with k > b always true. Otherwise, all agents will die.

Third, for any r > 0, the faulty node repair problem requires Ω(n) time steps
in the worst case. Fourth, when r = 1, the faulty node repair problem can be
solved in Θ(n) time steps, and the authors provide two strategies to achieve this
bound. Finally, the authors report their experimental results to demonstrate
correctness.

In a different vein, Flocchini et al. [44, 47] solve the multiple black hole search
problem via a subway model using co-located agents with the whiteboard model,
the number b of black holes being known to the agents. The authors use carriers
(the subway trains) to transport agents (the passengers) from node to node (the
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subway stops), and the carriers move asynchronously in a directed graph. When
a carrier enters a node, the agents can either get off from the carrier and explore
the node, or stay on the carrier to go to another node. In a traditional black
hole search, any incoming data will be deleted, including the carrier. However,
in this subway model, the black holes no longer affect the carriers and can only
eliminate the agents. At the homebase, there is a whiteboard that is used to
record all explored, unexplored and dangerous nodes. Initially, all nodes are
recorded as unexplored except the homebase. Once an agent chooses to explore
a node, the node will be marked as dangerous until the agent comes back and
marks it as explored. Eventually, the algorithm terminates when n − b nodes
have been explored, the remaining b dangerous nodes being the black holes. In
[44, 47], when k = r+ 1 agents are used (where r is the number of carrier stops
at black holes), the number of carrier moves is O(k · n2C · lR + nC · l2R). Here nC
is the number of subway trains, and lR is the length of the subway route with
the most stops.

Under the same assumption and keeping the same carrier moves as [44, 47],
Flocchini et al. [46] solve the same problem with dispersed agents. Instead
of having a whiteboard at the homebase, these authors put the whiteboard on
the carriers. Thus, an agent only has to come back to a carrier to update its
exploration information.

6.3. A Simplifying Assumption

As Figure 3 suggests, if the presence of multiple black holes results in the
network being effectively partitioned by the latter into several disconnected
partitions, then it impossible to visit all nodes without going through a black
hole. In order to alleviate this difficulty, some researchers make the assumption
that the network minus the black holes is connected.

For example, Flocchini et al. explicitly state this simplifying assumption in
[45]:“after deleting all the black holes, the network still remains interconnected”.
(Clearly, without this assumption, it is impossible to locate all the black holes
in any given network.) However, these authors also complicate multiple black
hole search by adding link failure. That is, in their model, an link failure is
locally detectable at an adjacent node. More specifically: 1). an edge is iden-
tified by its port number in its incident node and 2). if information about an
edge is written on a whiteboard, an agent can notice the absence of an edge
with such a port number. If no information about an edge is written (i.e. this
edge has disappeared before any agent has visited), it is treated likely it has
never existed. It is assumed that any such failure occurs only when no agent is
traversing that link, and that the failures do not disconnect the safe part of the
network (otherwise dangerous graph exploration is clearly unsolvable). Under
this assumption, the authors present an algorithm to solve dangerous graph ex-
ploration with link deletions in an arbitrary unknown graph with asynchronous
dispersed agents using the whiteboard model. The algorithm can correctly solve
the link deletion problem within finite time by marking all safe edges as such,
and marking as dangerous every port that is on a safe node leading to a black
hole or to a faulty edge (i.e., an edge that has failed). The total number of
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moves performed by the agents is at most O(k2 · ns + ns ·m+ k · ns ·D), where
k is the number of agents, ns is the number of safe nodes, and m is the number
of edges or links.

Kosowski et al. [58, 59] also assume that the graph is strongly connected
if all black holes are removed. They find out that O(d · 2d) co-located agents
are sufficient to solve the black hole search problem in a directed graph with
an arbitrarily large n, where the network is synchronous and d is the number
of edges leading to the black holes. Furthermore, the authors show that when
d = 2, 4 agents are always sufficient in synchronous networks. However, in
asynchronous networks, at least 5 agents are required when d = 2. Finally,
when d = 1, 2 agents are always sufficient and sometimes required in both
synchronous and asynchronous networks.

7. Other Types of Malicious Hosts

Beyond studying the traditional black hole and its variants (e.g., a) the
repairable black holes introduced in [20] by Cooper et al. and b) the new
subway model presented by Flocchini et al. in [44, 47]), work on other types of
malicious hosts exists and is briefly discussed here.

Chalopin et al. [18] study a rendezvous of mobile agents in a network with
faulty links. In that model, some of the edges in the graph are dangerous
for the agents: any agent that attempts to traverse such an edge (from either
direction) simply disappears, without leaving any trace. Notice that if all the
edges incident to a node u are faulty, then node u can never be reached by any
agent and thus is essentially equivalent to a black hole.

Královič et al. [60] study a periodic data retrieval problem, which is equiva-
lent to a) periodic exploration in fault-free networks and b) a black hole location
problem for which there is only one black hole in the network. The aim of the
periodic data retrieval problem is to deliver data from any non-faulty node to
the homebase (a node that collects all data) periodically. These authors address
a ring network that contains one malicious host that can behave in an ‘arbi-
trary’ way (except for the fact that it cannot change the internal state (i.e., the
contents of the local variables) of an agent, nor create an agent with a given
state).

Luccio et al. [62] consider a mobile agents rendezvous problem in spite
of a malicious agent. This is similar to [32], which rendezvouses agents in a
ring in spite of a black hole. The agents that need to be gathered are called
‘honest agents’ and their communication model is similar to (albeit much more
limited than) the face-to-face one. More specifically, an honest agent can see
other honest agents and read their states if they are in the same node, but
such agents cannot exchange messages or leave any message on the nodes. Also,
while most studies that use the face-to-face model always assume the networks
are synchronous (in order to enforce the meeting of agents), Luccio et al. instead
use an asynchronous network. Finally, we remark that the problem they address
is solvable likely due to the fact that, in their work, a malicious agent can only
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a) block honest agents from visiting its current node and b) move in the network
at arbitrary speed but without deleting honest agents.

Cai et al. [13, 14] consider the problem of a black virus that, like a black
hole, deletes any incoming agent. But, unlike a black hole (which is defined as a
static host), a black virus moves from node to node, thus potentially increasing
the number of dangerous nodes. Furthermore, unlike a black hole (which can
only be located but not removed), a black virus is destroyed if it enters a node
that contains an anti-viral system agent. Thus, the only way to remove a black
virus is to surround it by anti-viral system agents and force it to move to a
neighbouring node that already contains at least one anti-viral system agent.
In the same vein, some theoretical work has focused on the intruder capture
problem (also known as graph decontamination): an intruder (a harmful agent)
moves through the network infecting nodes and the goal is to remove the intruder
from the network using mobile agents. Unlike a black virus, an intruder can only
harm nodes, not agents. This problem has been extensively studied in [9, 12, 48].

Finally, black hole attack [2, 8, 68] is also a research topic remotely related
to black hole search. Most importantly, the networks considered for black hole
attack are different from those of black hole search: In the latter, the networks
are static, while in the former, the networks can be dynamic (e.g., MANET
(Mobile Ad-Hoc networks), wireless networks, mobile networks). For example,
in MANET, the network topology is only formed once one node needs to send a
data package. Khari et al. [54] survey security attacks, as well as secured routing
protocols in MANET, and offer a definition for black hole attack. Moreover,
their survey mentions a variation of black hole attack called grey hole attack
[1, 7, 65]: whereas a black hole will delete any incoming data packages, a grey
hole only deletes part of the packages.

8. Further Analysis and Future work

In this section, we analyze all the reviewed studies and highlight some future
work for:

• single black hole search in both synchronous network (Section 8.1.1) and
asynchronous network (Section 8.1.2) and

• multiple black hole search (Section 8.2) and

• black hole search using different types of agents (Section 8.3).

8.1. Further Analysis and Future work for Single Black Hole Search

In this subsection, we list all possible combinations of different assumptions
and organize all the single black hole search studies under each such combi-
nation. Our findings are presented in Tables 3 and 4. We then consider the
remaining combinations/open problems not yet studied and identify some pos-
sibilities for future research.
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Table 3: Existing work on black hole search in synchronous networks.

Com-
bina-
tion

Commu-
nication
model

Agent
starting
location

Network knowledge Paper

1 PT DIS Unknown n, oriented
torus

[15]

2 PT DIS Unknown n, un-
oriented torus

[63]

3 FTF + PT DIS Unknown n, oriented
or un-oriented ring

[16, 17]

4 FTF CL tree [22, 24]
5 FTF CL Complete Knowledge [23, 55, 56,

57]
PT: pure token; FTF: face-to-face; CL: co-located; DIS: dispersed

8.1.1. Single Black Hole Search in Synchronous Networks

Single black hole search in synchronous networks is not studied as often as
in asynchronous networks, the latter being a more realistic model. As shown in
Table 3, the pure token model is only used with dispersed agents (Combinations
1− 3 in Table 3). These 4 papers only study the minimal number of agents and
tokens required to solve the black hole search problem without offering any
specific algorithm or complexity analysis. Hence, characterizing the number of
agent moves, as well as the time cost, can be further studied. Also, only rings
and tori have been studied under the pure token model with a focus on the
number of agents and tokens used. Studying the problem in other topologies
(such as hypercube or mesh) is required. Additionally, we have observed that,
for black hole search in asynchronous networks, using co-located agents always
costs fewer moves than using dispersed agents. Studying the use co-located
agents with the pure token model in a synchronous network should further
support this observation. Moreover, it has been proven that, in asynchronous
arbitrary networks, the pure token model can offer the same complexity as the
whiteboard model provided a network map is available. Whether this is also
true for synchronous networks also needs to be studied.

Finally, one of the several advantages of solving the black hole search problem
in synchronous networks versus in asynchronous networks is the possibility of
using face-to-face communication. Indeed, a hybrid that combines this model
with the use of whiteboards or tokens appears to lead to further reduction
on both time costs and agent moves. However, in the face-to-face model, the
agents leave no marks on nodes. Consequently, as previously mentioned, if
using dispersed agents, it is possible all these agents could die in the black
hole before they even meet with each other. Therefore, we repeat, it is of
very little interest to consider dispersed agents when relying on face-to-face
communication. Conversely, finding a time-optimal algorithm for an arbitrary
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unknown graph using co-located agents and only the face-to-face communication
should be investigated.

8.1.2. Single Black Hole Search in Asynchronous Networks

We do not include edge-labelling in our discussion because it is widely
adopted in the field. Also, since network size must be known a priori in asyn-
chronous networks, we do not further mention n in this subsection. Also recall
that, when using co-located agents to explore a ring, whether or not the ring
is oriented does not affect the move cost of the algorithm. Therefore, we do
not discuss separately each of these two possibilities below. Finally, as ring is a
special topology, namely the sparsest bi-connected graph, we list it separately
in Table 4.

We have seen that Glaus et al. [52] study the black hole search problem
without the knowledge of incoming links in an unknown un-oriented arbitrary
network. Under these assumptions, Glaus et al. solve the problem when both
the agents and the network nodes have distinct IDs. Whether, under the same
assumptions, the black hole search problem is still solvable if an anonymous
network and anonymous agents are used, remains an open problem. Solving
the black hole search problem without the knowledge of incoming links in an
unknown un-oriented arbitrary network also remains an open problem if a) a
synchronous network and/or b) tokens and/or c) dispersed agents are used (in
lieu of the asynchronous network with whiteboard and co-located agents of [52]).

Balamohan et al. identify another open problem in [6]: Is there an algorithm
that locates the black hole in 3

2n−O(1) time (average case) and 2(n− 1) time
(the worst case) using n− 1 co-located agents and the whiteboard model?

Dobrev et al. consider a very difficult condition, namely, no topology knowl-
edge is assumed in [29] (Combination 8 in Table 4). Their algorithm locates the
black hole in O(∆2M2n5), using the enhanced token model with ∆+1 co-located
agents. Under the same conditions, solving the problem in the whiteboard model
only costs Θ(n2) moves. The question these results raise is whether we can find
a solution at a lower move cost for the problem using the enhanced token model
without any topology knowledge. Relaxing the assumption regarding knowledge
of topology (Combinations 9− 10 in Table 4) may lead to further reductions of
the move cost when trying to solve this specific problem.

The fact that only ring, hypercube, torus, and complete network have been
studied under the enhanced token model suggests yet another research direction,
namely the consideration of other topologies under the same assumptions.

Finally, with respect to the use of the pure token model, whether or not the
number of moves can be further reduced by increasing the number of agents
and/or by knowing the topology at hand is an open question. Other open
problems pertaining to this model include: a) whether black hole search is
solvable in an arbitrary unknown graph and b) whether dispersed agents can
still solve the problem (over co-located agents, which have been the only ones
used with this model thus far).
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Table 4: Existing work on black hole search in asynchronous networks.

Com-
bina-
tion

Commu-
nication
model

Agent
starting
location

Network knowledge Paper

1 WB CL No knowledge [21, 31, 33, 52]
2 WB CL NT [26, 27]
3 WB CL SD and no NT [31, 33]
4 WB CL ring [5, 6, 30, 34]
5 WB CL Complete Knowledge [26, 27, 31, 33, 35, 36]
6 WB DIS un-oriented ring [30, 32, 34]
7 WB DIS oriented ring [30, 32, 34]
8 ET CL No Knowledge [28, 29]
9 ET CL oriented ring [37]
10 ET CL SD and NT [66, 67]
11 ET DIS SD and NT [66, 67]
12 ET DIS oriented ring [39]
13 ET DIS un-oriented ring [38, 40]
14 PT CL ring [42, 43]
15 PT CL Complete Knowledge [42, 43]
16 PT CL No Knowledge [4]

WB: whiteboard; ET: enhanced token; SD: sense of direction; NT: network topology; CL: co-
located; DIS: dispersed

8.2. Future Work for Multiple Black Hole Search

In the context of the multiple black hole search problem, recall that that
Cooper et al. [20] and D’Emidio et al. [25] solve a weaker form of this problem
in which an agent can repair a black hole by sacrificing itself. In these two
papers, the authors assume that each agent carries a map of the synchronous
network at hand. One question then is how to deal with repairable faulty
nodes if agents have partial or no a priori knowledge of the topology of the
network. Also, this problem should be investigated for asynchronous networks,
with different types of communication models (namely, whiteboard, as well as
pure and enhanced tokens). Also recall that D’Emidio et al. [25] assume that
if an agent enters and repairs a black hole, all agents within a distance r of the
black hole will disappear along with it. The authors only solve the problem
when r = 0 and r = 1. Clearly, more work is required for cases where r > 1.

As previously mentioned, Flocchini et al. [47] solve the multiple black hole
search problem with a subway model in an asynchronous network using the
whiteboard model and co-located agents. These initial results suggest several
questions to research such as a) whether a different communication model can
be used, b) whether a solution for a synchronous network can be obtained (es-
pecially given that it is assumed that a carrier takes the same amount of time
to travel between two stations) and c) how such new solutions would compare
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in costs with the solution put forth by these authors. In particular, with re-
spect to choice of communication model, it may be interesting to assume that
no whiteboard is available and that a cell phone network does not work in
subways. Consequently, a new model to study would have agents only com-
municate with each other when they meet in the same subway station or in
the same carrier. Alternatively, agents could use ‘walkie-talkies’ that support
two-way communication over short distances. Both of these models-to-study
are essentially variants of the face-to-face model. Finally, recall that Flocchini
et al. a) assume the network is a directed graph and b) distinguish between
carrier moves and agent moves. This prompts asking whether or not the use of
an undirected graph may help reducing a) the carrier move complexity and/or
b) the total move cost of the agents.

8.3. On Limiting the Memory of Agents

Many solutions presented in this survey rest on the use of agents endowed
with unlimited memory so that they can carry a network map or build such
a map during the network exploration. In reality, however, the memory of a
mobile agent is constrained. This observation opens the door to many variations
for such a constraint. For example, Flocchini et al. [41] introduce agents with
very limited memory. More generally, an agent is oblivious if all the information
it holds is cleared at the end of each computing cycle. In essence, such agents
are memoryless, that is, have no memory of any past actions and computations:
their current behavior can only be based on what has been determined in the
current computing cycle. The consequences of using such agents (or agents
with similar constrained behavior) remain to be explored. In particular, can the
‘absence’ of memory in such agents be compensated by the use of a whiteboard
or tokens?

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we first introduced the main models and assumptions that
are commonly used in the literature on black hole search, namely with respect
to a) network synchronization, b) the communication model between agents, c)
their starting locations and d) the topological knowledge each may hold. Our
goal in doing so was to capture the variability found across the space of exist-
ing solutions for black hole search. We then summarized the typical measures
of complexity and evaluation approaches found in the relevant literature. For
presentation purposes, existing work was organized into two categories: solu-
tions for synchronous networks and solutions for asynchronous ones. In each
of these two categories, we contrasted the proposed solutions with respect to
the above-mentioned set of four ‘vectors’ of variability. More specifically, we
tried to understand the impact of each assumption (viewed as a choice in one of
these four vectors of variability) of a proposed solution on the cost complexity
of that solution. We then briefly touched on a) approaches to the multiple black
hole search problem and b) recent results pertaining to the different types of
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malicious hosts. We concluded with two tables summarizing the work we have
reviewed, as well as a partial list of open problems stemming from this survey.
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